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1. Application

Fuel level sensor with interface output FLS is designed to measure the level 

of fuel and lubricants (FOL); it can be used on vehicles and fuel depots, in the 

systems of measuring and controlling FOL products amount: gasoline, diesel fuel, 

oil. 

FLS can be used in a system with display devices or programmable 

controllers with the characteristics of the input electrical signals corresponding FLS 

specifications. 

Figure 1 – FLS layout 

To improve the reliability and performance of FLS.I the following technical 

solutions and functions were laid in it: 

 Sensor electronic circuit was immersed with elastic compound that provides

maximum protection and reliability in all operating conditions. Measuring 

tubes are made of material that does not react chemically with the fuel 

components. 

 Sensor contains an embedded voltage regulator, and its output is not affected

by fluctuations in the supply voltage. 

 Value averaging algorithm is integrated in sensor; this allows averaging

values at a given time interval. 

 Sensor has a built-in troubleshooting system.



Specifications 

Name Value 

Power supply 

Supply voltage, V 10…30 

Current consumption, mA 20 

Output signal 

Output signal type Frequency 

Operating frequency range, Hz 500-1500 

Minimum output frequency, Hz 500 

Maximum output frequency, Hz 1500 

Level measurement 

Lower limit value of the controlled level of fuel from the tank 

bottom, mm 
from 20 

The upper limit of the measurement mm from 200 to 4000 

Basic level measurement reduced error % sensor length ± 1 

Additional reduced error on the temperature,% * No more than ± 1 

General characteristics 

Overall dimensions, mm L x 70 x 70 

Weight, kg from 0.3 to 3 

Continuous operation time unlimited 

Operating temperature range, °C from -40 to +70 

Relative environment humidity at a temperature of no more than +40 

°C, % 
No more than 95 

*Additional reduced error considers the impact of air temperature from - 40 °C to +70 °C.



Errors diagnostic codes 

Code, output signal, Hz Error description 

300 Sensor is not calibrated  at lower and upper points 

320 Sensor is not calibrated  at upper point 

340 Oscillator frequency equal to 0 (pipe closing against each other as of water) 

360 Divide by zero, sensor was calibrated  in one and the same point 

380 Reading error EEPROM 

400 Breakthrough   upper range F> (Fmax+10%) (possible reason is change of 

fuel type or significant water presence in a fuel) 

420 Breakthrough lowest range F < (Fmin - 10%) 

440 Calibrating contact point is short-out 

 WARNING! It should be remembered that prolonged exposure of limit (and 

especially above the limit) values to a switch in the feed network can lead to 

irreversible consequences in the circuits cell protection due to overheating or 

breakdown. This in turn can lead to malfunction of the device. Operating 

range of supply voltages is given in "Specifications." 



2.General information on installation

Installation of the sensor can be made on the place of regular fuel level sensor 

or by cutting it in the tank. It is recommended to install it as close as possible to the 

geometric center of the tank (Fig. 8a), in order to avoid the influence of vehicle 

inclination on sensor readings. If the sensor is installed on a two-tank vehicle 1 

sensor is installed on each tank. In some cases (when operating vehicles on rough 

terrain) it is recommended to install two sensors on a single tank (Fig. 8b). In this 

case, they must be positioned in the same diagonal from opposite side walls of the 

tanks and to calculate the total value output by the formula: 𝑁𝑔𝑒𝑛 =
𝑁1+𝑁2

2

a) closer to the geometric center of the tank; b) two sensors on one tank

Figure 8 - Selecting a sensor location 

5.3. Connection diagram 

Pin assignment 

Pin No. Assignment Wire color 

1 Power supply «-» Brown 

2 Power supply «+» Blue 

3 А/Rx Yellow/Green



3. Installation procedure

1. Drill a central hole (Fig. 14) for mounting the sensor. To install the sensor

bimetallic crown with diameter of 35 mm is necessary. Insert the sensor and 

mark the holes for attaching the sensor to the tank. Hole pattern for fixing 

elements is shown in Fig. 14. 

Figure 14 - Arrangement of holes for fasteners 

  WARNING! 1. Before drilling the fuel tank with diesel fuel must be 

completely filled to avoid vapor explosion! The gasoline engine fuel tank 

must completely be filled with water. Otherwise evaporate and remove 

remaining fuel. 

2. Trim the sensor to the desired height - see Fig. 15. Use hacksaw to saw off

the aluminum tube to the height of the tank, leaving not less than 15 mm

between the end of the sensor and the bottom of the tank for accumulation of 

water and dirt. Thoroughly clean aluminum shavings between handsets. 

Remove bevel from the tubes. 

3. Insert lock-pin into the end of the tubes. It is supplied with the sensor (lock-

pin design - see paragraph 5.5). 

  WARNING! Using sensors without locking it is strictly prohibited and may 

result in sensor damage or failure due to loosening of the tubes during 

operation. 



Figure 15 - Diagram of the sensor cutting 

1. Route the cable to connect the FLS, make all connections in accordance with

the selected connection diagram

2. Check operation of FLS . Connect the FLS and measure the voltage of the

sensor that is not immersed in fuel (permitted frequency range is

500-800Hz). Immerse the FLS into the fuel totally and measure the

voltage (permitted Frequency range is 836-1500Hz)
3. Disable FLS.

4. Install the sensor and assemble it with self-driving screws (or screws when

installing on staffing fixation).

5. Connect FLS.

 WARNING! Do not get wires crossed, incorrect connection may damage 

sensor! 

 WARNING! Do not apply voltage exceeding 33 V. 

15 mm



4.Lock-pin mechanism 

After sensors’ cutting you must always insert lock-pin supplied with the sensor into 

the end of the tube.  

 WARNING! Using sensors without lock-pins is strictly prohibited and may 

result in sensor damage due to loosening of the tubes during operation. 

 Lock-pin has three positions: 

Position 1 

  Before inserting lock-pin into the sensor you should extend inner rod from a lock-

pin by pushing it until it stops (Fig. 16). 

Figure 16 - Lock-pin look in position 1 

Position 2 

After inserting the lock-pin inside the sensor , press the inner locking rod and insert 

it into the lock-pin on one level with FLS. In this lock-pin is wedged and thus it is 

fixed in the sensor tube (Fig. 17). 

 Figure 17 - Lock-pin look in position 2 

Position 3 



To get the lock-pin from the sensor, press the inner locking rod and push it deep into 

the lock-pin. Then wedging is removed and lock-pin can be easily removed from the 

sensor (Fig. 18). 

Figure 18 - Lock-pin look in position 3 



5 Sensor Calibration 

  The purpose of calibration is to get the maximum capacity of output voltage of the 

sensor with reduced length. To obtain the option of cutting 50% of the length the 

FLS is configured this way: 

- Output frequency of the sensor that is not immersed into fuel- 797 ± 3Hz
- Output frequency of totally immersed sensor- 1475 ± 25 Hz
- Output signal measuring range-678 Hz

The parameters of the sensor that is 50% cut are: 

- Output frequency of the sensor that is not immersed into fuel- 500 ± 3 Hz
- Output frequency of totally immersed sensor- 851 ± 15 Hz
- Output signal measuring range-351Hz

WARNING! Cutting more than 50% of the sensor causes dead zone to appear, in 

that case, the calibration is obligatory. 

Calibration procedure adjusts the FLS so it has a maximum output signal capacity: 

- Output frequency of the sensor that is not immersed into fuel- 500 ± 1Hz
- Output frequency of totally immersed sensor- 1475 ± 25 Hz
- Output signal measuring range-≈ 1000 Hz

WARNING!  If the FLS was cut after the calibration, the procedure of calibration 

has to be repeated otherwise the dead zone appears. 

WARNING!  Calibration can be performed for uncut sensor to make the capacity 

of output signal maximum. 

WARNING!  If the FLS was immersed into the fuel, it should be calibrated in not 

less than 5 minutes, to avoid the rests of the fuel in the FLS. 



6 Calibration with UCA 

1 Download and install DUTconfig software 

2 Cut the FLS to required length 

3 Insert the lock-pin into the end of the tube 

4 Connect the sensor to the PC as shown in Fig. 19. 

Figure 19 - Connection FLS to PC 

As a device for connecting a sensor to the PC you must use a universal service 

adapter UCA 2.2 (Fig. 20), produced by our company (for connection / calibration 

3-pin cable is required).  

Figure 20 - UCA look 



5 In UCA you should select the Frequency mode.

6 Run DUTconfig.Select the type of FLS: Frequency

UCA to FLS connection diagram 

DRB-9F FLS 

Pin 

socket 

Contact 

purpose 

Pin 

socket 
Contact 

purpose 

Wire color 

6 Input F/U 1 Output signal Green/Yellow 

2 General 2 
Power supply 

«-» 
Brown 

1 +12 V 3 
Power supply 

«+» 
Blue 

3 
Signal 

«Calibration» 
Calibration probe 



7 In the opened window choose Port connection 

8 Connect the probe to the central electrode of the sensor. 

WARNING! Do not tuch the electrode with your fingers. 

9 Press “Calibrate” 

10 Wait until the message “unplug the probe” appears 

11 Unplug the probe and wait until the message “Done” appears. 

WARNING! If some errors occurred repeat the whole process of calibration 

As a result of calibration of dry FLS the frequency will be equal to 500 Hz, and

the frequency of the FLS totally filled with the fuel will be equal to 1500 Hz.




